
PREPARING A MONOLOGUE
based on Karen Kohlhass’s  

The Monologue Audition: A Practical Guide for Actors



“I am a skilled actor. 
Whether or not I have any 
talent is beside the point.

-michael caine



QUILTING

i have chosen quilts as the visual 
imagery for these slides. these close 

up quilts are an apt metaphor for 
monologues. they are a piece of a 

whole quilt and even in that they are 
beautiful and stand alone. you see 

the pieces come together and ALL the 
work that goes into each individual 
piece, attached to other pieces, and 

then stitched over again. it is 
painstaking work. and it is a work of 

art when it all comes together… 



STEP ONE
read your play 

know the playwright 
identify the 3 elemental S’s 

START WITH THE TEXT

directing stage



FIRST, FIND YOUR STORY
➤ who is your character addressing? 

➤ where does this monologue come in the play? 

➤ what has happened up until this moment? 

➤ why is my character speaking this monologue now? 

➤ what does my character want the other characters to do as a 
result of hearing me speak this monologue? 

➤ what are the stakes (what will happen if my character doesn’t 
get what they want)? 

➤ does my character succeed or fail? 

➤ what is my vision for this story, can i describe it fully?



“Everyone talks about serving the 
playwright, as is they were the boss of the 
play. What they don’t realize is the 
playwright, along with everybody else in 
the play, is there to serve the play.

-alana valentine, a playwright



SUSPENSE

SUSPENSE is a deliberate , 
well chosen flow of action 

that is specific to each part of 
the story 

don’t let the audience look 
ahead of the story (keep them 

guessing and with you) 

make them pay attention to 
find out the point

FIND  
THE



beginning, middle, climax, and end

FIND THE  
STRUCTURE



➤ have you answered the introductory questions? 

➤ have you written out the story of your monologue? 

➤ did you make the most suspenseful choices for the beginning, 
middle, and end of your monologue. do you know where the 
“what will happen next” moments are? 

➤ have you chosen the moment of HIGHEST tension? there 
should only be ONE climax. is it fairly short?

YOUR STEP 1 CHECKLIST

YOUR TEXT STEP IS DONE!



STEP TWO
chunks 

descriptions 
size & speed 

MAKE CHOICES

directing stage



CHUNKS
➤ a CHUNK is a group of words or sentences 

within each section (beginning, middle, and 
end) that feels to you like a complete 
thought or point being made in the writing 

➤ CHUNKS exist only in their section, they do 
not go across your chosen section lines 

➤ dividing into CHUNKS lets you control how 
your audience receives the flow of 
information in the monologue, based on 
your interpretation 

➤ short CHUNKS draw attention to a 
sentence of phrase that you want to 
highlight 

➤ longer CHUNKS should for one overall 
point in that section 

➤ the climax is its own CHUNK 

➤ CHUNKS give you a pace & rhythm to the 
monologue



SECTION CHUNK
Beginning your first CHUNK of dialogue (first complete thought)

the next CHUNK of dialogue

the next CHUNK

the last CHUNK from the beginning section

Middle now the first middle CHUNK

so on

so forth

yes, write all the CHUNKS

which will make up the entire monologue

End CLIMAX (may be other places, but it is its own CHUNK)

and your final CHUNK

example of a CHUNK chart…

* not every sentence is a stand alone CHUNK.  
* the chunks should vary in length (longer CHUNKS tend to be in the middle section)  
* sometimes ONE word is its own CHUNK (for emphasis) 
* the CHUNKS can change as you rehearse and get the feel of the monologue pacing. 



DESCRIPTIONS are staging tools that help you name the physical “picture” 
you want the audience to see in each CHUNK as the monologue is performed.

DESCRIPTIONS



DESCRIPTIONS
➤ a director’s tool 

➤ use vivid SEEABLE adverbs 
and verbs to give each 
CHUNK its own identity 

➤ what do you want your 
audience to see in each 
CHUNK? 

➤ the verb should give the 
character something to ACT 
and do in that CHUNK 

➤ the adverb is how you are to 
DO that ACTION



DESCRIPTIONS
➤ contain no plot (why “remembers” 

doesn’t work, that is a plot term, not 
an action. how does the remembering 
affect her? confesses, confides, 
complains, celebrates: those are 
DESCRIPTIONS 

➤ only use a DESCRIPTION verb and 
adverb ONCE in the monologue 

➤ use your DESCRIPTIONS to direct 
variety into your monologue, to avoid 
it becoming only an angry rant, or all 
desperation 

➤ the DESCRIPTIONS create a complete 
story, a journey, a character arc 

➤ HAVE FUN, these are YOUR choices 
and they may change as you keep 
rehearsing!



TO USE (seeable) TO AVOID (unseeable)

VERBS

challenges, confronts, begs, 
announces, dares, flirts, gossips, 
warns, lectures, ponders, frets, 
assures, jokes, goads, coaches, 

teaches, pleads, confesses, teases, 
vows, attacks, encourages, grills, 

invites, complains, threatens, 
apologizes,

tells, states, remembers, 
describes, asks, answers, 

discusses. informs, recalls, says

ADVERBS

boldly, hesitantly, sincerely, happily, 
scornfully sarcastically, hopelessly, 

shamefully, exhaustedly, frustratedly, 
mischievously, arrogantly, confidently, 
eagerly, nervously, dreamily, carefully, 
hopefully, righteously, furiously, coolly, 

haughtily, apologetically, lovingly, 
giddily, shyly, boldly, casually



SECTION CHUNK
Beginning your first CHUNK of dialogue (first complete thought) nervously scolds

the next CHUNK of dialogue bravely confesses

the next CHUNK bitterly complains

the last CHUNK from the beginning section excitedly confides

Middle now the first middle CHUNK frustratedly lectures

so on abruptly regroups

so forth patiently teachers

yes, write all the CHUNKS casually dismisses

which will make up the entire monologue furiously condemns

End CLIMAX (may be other places, but it is its own CHUNK) agitatedly demands

and your final CHUNK brokenly begs

example of a DESCRIPTION chart…



SIZE & SPEED
➤BIG & fast 
➤BIG & S L O W 
➤small & fast 
➤small & S L O W

these are the only 4 choices 

whew, isn’t it nice to have 
only 4 choices?



SIZE & SPEED EXERCISES
➤ FIRST, try out each one. see how each one feels in your body, 

what does each one remind you of emotionally & physically? 

➤ choose the size & speed based on your descriptions 

➤ choose them quickly 

➤ adjust them so you don’t have two of the exact same in a row 

➤ make sure you have variety and not just a pattern 

➤ you can have a BUILD in one CHUNK (big & slow to big & 
fast) 

➤ try it, if it doesn’t work, refine it, and try it again!

YOUR CHOICES STEP IS DONE!



SECTION CHUNK DESCRIPTION SIZE & SPEED

Beginning your first CHUNK of dialogue (first complete thought) nervously scolds small & fast

the next CHUNK of dialogue bravely confesses big & slow

the next CHUNK bitterly complains big & fast

the last CHUNK from the beginning section excitedly confides small & fast

Middle now the first middle CHUNK frustratedly lectures small & slow

so on abruptly regroups big & slow

so forth patiently teachers small & slow

yes, write all the CHUNKS casually dismisses small & fast

which will make up the entire monologue furiously condemns big & fast to big & slow

End CLIMAX (may be other places, but it is its own CHUNK) agitatedly demands big & fast

and your final CHUNK brokenly begs small & slow

example of a SIZE & SPEED chart…



CHUNKS 

➤ don’t overlap your 
beginning, middle, & 
end 

➤ do they feel like 
distinct units 

➤ are they different 
lengths 

➤ are there 7-10 
chunks? 

➤ is the CLIMAX its 
own CHUNK

YOUR STEP 2 CHECKLIST
DESCRIPTIONS 

➤ are seeable adverbs 
and verbs 

➤ suggest a vivid 
picture for each 
CHUNK 

➤ contain no plot 

➤ each word only used 
once 

➤ variety 

➤ make a complete 
action story

SIZES & SPEEDS 

➤ are not 
repeated twice 
in a row 

➤ have variety



STEP THREE
focus 

the square: your stage 
placement options 
movement options 

gesture 
budgeting 

STAGING OPTIONS

directing stage



STAGING CAN MAKE OR BREAK AN ENTIRE PRODUCTION
➤ it can make a play flat, repetitive, and tedious OR 

dynamic, suspenseful, flowing, and beautiful 
➤ good staging honors the writing and makes the story 

the star 
➤ you create good staging by making specific and 

unique choices about how and when you use your 
body to stage EACH of your DESCRIPTIONS 

➤ create a 6 foot by 6 foot square to create your “stage” 
(larger makes your monologue all over the place)



FOCUS
➤ the element of FOCUS means 

attracting the audience attention 
to what the director want them 
to look at for any particular 
moment 

➤ choosing the FOCUS for a 
monologue means deciding 
where YOU are going to focus 
when you perform it. 

➤ chose a FOCUS that allows you 
to be seen as much as possible 
throughout the performance 

➤ make absolutely clear who your 
character is talking to



➤ talking to another character? 

➤ talking to another character but referring to someone or 
someone else in the room? 

➤ talking to two or more characters? 

➤ talking to a crowd? 

➤ talking directly to an audience? 

➤ talking to himself? 

➤ talking to someone who isn’t there? 

➤ talking to God (the gods)?

is your character…



CHOOSE YOUR FOCUS…
➤ NEVER LOOK DOWN unless it is absolutely part of your story 

(something or someone is on the floor) 

➤ talking directly to another character: your focus is up to (or slightly 
below) your eye level, as if the other character is standing directly 
centered behind the auditors 

➤ talking to multiple characters: let your focus expand a couple of feet to 
either side of the center point 

➤ for soliloquies (talking to yourself): think about how you would talk to 
yourself in a room, you might roam and never focus too long on one place 

➤ talking to God: use your eyes to look up, not your entire head 

➤ talking to multiple people: have them each in a specific place in the room 
and refer to them or address them in that place



STAGE POSITIONING
➤ UC: strong balanced, a good place to start because 

you can go anywhere 

➤ CS: a place to call attention to important parts of 
your story 

➤ DSC: confrontational or vulnerable, great place for 
your CLIMAX moment, use it sparingly and don’t 
start here 

➤ UR/UL: can have a lurking, suspicious, hesitant 
quality. good to start because you have lots of 
place to go 

➤ CR/CL good for transitional moment between 
stronger CHUNKS, not great to start, these seem 
like weaker places so move through them to show 
a gain in strength or conviction 

➤ DR/DL: not as confrontational or vulnerable but 
can be used for making strong statements. try the 
moment right before the CLIMAX from one of 
these and move to DSC. not a place to start unless 
there is specific reason 

➤ REMEMBER that each movement from space to 
space can be done in one of 4 ways: BIG/fast, 
BIG/SLOW, small/fast, or small/SLOW.



GESTURES
➤ specific choices for your upper body- arms, hands, and sometimes 

your facial expressions- that can be used as needed to stage your 
DESCRIPTIONS 

➤ they ensure your staging tells your story 

➤ it gives your whole body something specific to do when you audition 

➤ a gesture (such a throwing your arms up) can be done with many 
motivations (begging, joking, demanding, teasing, lecturing) 

➤ staying completely still for one CHUNK is also a powerful choice.  

➤ choose gestures that get your DESCRIPTIONS across. let them be 
bigger at first and they will settle into “your own” as you continue to 
rehearse



BUDGET
➤ BUDGET your choices of 

placement, movement, & 
gestures to tell your story. 

➤ don’t spend them all at 
once 

➤ avoid repetition of 
placement, movement, & 
gestures unless it is a 
deliberate choice 

➤ BUDGET to use 
everything effectively



TRIED & TRUE STAGING GUIDELINES
➤ most monologues work best when you start from USC, CS, or UR 

➤ most climaxes are clearest from CS or DSC 

➤ work with the least number of movements required to tell your story 

➤ always move for a reason 

➤ your movement should progress down state. backing up or moving upstage can work well, but it needs a very 
specific reason or it looks like you are backtracking 

➤ don’t move on more than 2 CHUNKS in a row unless you have a reason. this gets repetitive and starts to kill 
the suspense 

➤ go half a square’s length at a time(UC to CS instead of all the way to DSC in one move) 

➤ BALANCE your staging between L & R 

➤ NEVER LOOK DOWN unless you specifically have something to look at something in the square with you 
and do that quickly. same with moving upstage and turning your back to the audience, quick and 
purposefully. 

➤ if you refer to something outside your square, place it at a downstage diagonal so you maintain a ¾ profile 

➤ if you pace, keep your head up and your eyes on a focus point the whole time to keep the audience with you 

➤ BREAK THE RULES sometimes. put a clare pacing circle in, twirl around, only move two steps downstage 
for the entire monologue. make each choice deliberately and if they tell the story, then DO IT!



➤ you have practiced placing your 6ft square in the room 
➤ you have chosen the FOCUS appropriate for your 

monologue 
➤ you have experimented with the placement options in 

the square 
➤ you have experiments with the movement options in 

the square using different SIZES & SPEEDS, noticing 
how each movement affects the story

YOUR STEP 3 CHECKLIST

YOU KNOW YOUR FOCUS & STAGING OPTIONS!



YOUR 
MONOLOGUE 

MUST BE 
MEMORIZED 
THEN you can move on to 

staging your monologue! 



STEP FOUR
planning your staging 

the first moment 
the last moment 
making changes 

STAGING YOUR MONOLOGUE

directing stage



➤ where do i want my character to be at the end? 
➤ where do i want to be for the climax? 
➤ where do i want to start? 

➤ on which CHUNKS do i definitely want to move 
➤ which CHUNKS could use some movement, combined 

with SIZE & SPEED to get the DESCRIPTION across? 
➤ now refer to the staging guidelines in part 3 

➤ see the WHOLE STORY and don’t paint yourself into a 
corner

PLANNING YOUR STAGING



THE FIRST MOMENT: COUNTDOWN

➤ position yourself where you are 
starting 

➤ posture straight, knees unlocked, 
arms relaxed, breathe freely 

➤ introduce yourself 

➤ look at a spot on the floor that is 
about 5 feet in front of you, 
WITH YOUR EYES ONLY, do 
not drop or hang your head 

➤ slowly and silently count down 
3…2…1…GO 

➤ at GO, look up over the auditors’ 
head to your chosen focus spot.  

➤ now begin your monologue



ONE CHUNK AT A TIME…
1. decide placement, movement, & gesture that goes with that CHUNK’S DESCRIPTIONS 

2. do your opening COUNTDOWN 

3. TEST THE STAGING, first without the words of the CHUNK 

4. COUNTDOWN AGAIN 

5. then TEST AGAIN while saying the link of the CHUNK. do not ACT the lines, just add 
the words to the placement, movement, gesture 

6. work on the timing during each CHUNK and it should feel right to you, it may feel too 
much, can you do it partway and have it tell the story better?  

7. TEST the transition to the next CHUNK, with its specified SIZE & SPEED of movement 

8. start every time with the COUNTDOWN, then do the CHUNK and get each CHUNK’s 
placement, movement, gestures & transition to next CHUNK to where it all feels right 
to you. stop and evaluate at each CHUNK. 

9. move on the the next CHUNK and start back on step 1.



THE LAST MOMENT
➤ don’t “POP” out too fast 

➤ hold the last moment with a 
reverse silent countdown of  “1…
2…3”  

➤ on 3, become BIG & SLOW with 
your body, and PUT (don’t flop) 
your arms down to your sides as 
you slowly “float” your attention 
down from your focus to make eye 
contact with your auditors.  

➤ for adjudication say “SCENE: 

➤ holding the last moment and 
coming out of the monologue 
treats you, your performance, and 
your audience with respect.



➤ now go through the entire monologue, making changes as 
needed 

➤ rehearse your staging 
➤ forget the DESCRIPTIONS and let go of the words and let your 

body tell the story with PLACEMENT, MOVEMENT, & 
GESTURES 

➤ you are still just saying the words, but we are going to move 
into ACTING them in the next section 

➤ when you are able to perform all of your staging from start to 
finish without any hesitation, you are ready to coming the 
DIRECTING & STAGING with the ACTING of your monologue.

keep on keeping on



➤ you have created staging for each CHUNK 

➤ each CHUNK contains the adverb and verbs in your DESCRIPTION & a SIZE & SPEED 
➤ you have staged clear transitions between the CHUNKS 
➤ you are starting with a COUNTDOWN 

➤ your focus is consistent throughout the staging 

➤ and your SIZES & SPEED are clear 

➤ you are not looking down unless it is a specific staging choice 

➤ each GESTURE is specific and unique to the monologue 

➤ all TRANSITIONS are active  

➤ overall movement is balanced in the square 

➤ unless you have a specific reason, the overall movement come forward (downstage) during your monologue 

➤ unless you have a specific reason you are not moving on more than two CHUNKS in a row 
➤ the CLIMAX is clear 
➤ you are sustaining the last moment 

➤ you have recorded your final staging in your chart 

➤ your staging is completely memorized.  

➤ you can perform it beginning to ending without stopping

YOUR STEP 4 CHECKLIST

YOUR STAGING  
IS DONE!



STEP FIVE
acting the moment 

the as-if 
let the lines mean anything 

stay in the moment 
acting your staging 

ACTING IN THE MOMENT

acting stage



“The director’s job is to stage the 
story, the actor’s job is to live the 
individual, unique moments that arise 
each time the story is performed.

-karen kohlhass



ACT IN THE MOMENT
➤ in the first part, you were the 

DIRECTOR making bold, 
specific directing choices 

➤ NOW, you concentrate on 
acting your monologue 
truthfully in the moment 

➤ put away your staging during 
this section 

➤ you will add it back later 

➤ your work is to play and 
experiment with your 
monologue as an actor



PRACTICAL AESTHITICS
➤ gives you ONE SIMPLE OBJECTIVE, called an ACTION, to play for 

your monologue 

➤ an ACTION doesn’t require a particular emotional state 

➤ the ACTION is YOUR GOAL ON STAGE 

➤ each line means what it mean for you to achieve THE ACTION 

➤ ACTIONS should be specific and fun to perform  

➤ ACTION is HOW you’re going to get the character what they want 

➤ think about what your character want the other character(s) to do 

➤ for soliloquies, what does the character want him/herself to do 

➤ the text may be different from the ACTION, characters aren’t always 
saying directly what they want, sometimes they say the opposite



to get what i deserve 

to get an apology 

to get a chance 

to get another shot 

to get forgiveness 

to teach a small/huge/life 
changing lesson 

to get someone to grow up 

to get someone to stand up 
for themself 

to get the truth 

to get a confession 

to get a favor 

to get help 

to get someone to rescue me 

to sell a great idea 

to burst someone’s bubble 

to get revenge 

to get someone to bend a 
rule for me 

to get an ally 

to clear up a silly/serious/
terrible misunderstanding  

to get someone to take on a 
dare 

to get a compromise 

to get someone to accept my 
help 

to prevent a terrible mistake 

to make someone take 
responsibility 

to make someone face the 
facts 

to wake someone up to the 
truth 

to smack someone into 
reality 

to get someone to accept a 
gift 

(get can be beg, force, convince 

someone can be a loved one, a 
friend, a family member, an 
enemy, a stranger)

ACTIONS (EXAMPLES OF)



THE AS-IF
➤ a simple devise you use to explain exactly 

what a particular ACTION means to you 

➤ it gives you a personal “text” in which to 
practice the ACTION 

➤ a current or easily accepted scenario from 
your own life in which you would want to 
accomplish the ACTION you have chosen 
for your monologue 

➤ try to choose a PRESENT or FUTURE 
situation in your life 

➤ should be something you really want to 
do or really must do 

➤ is a scenario that you can easily accept 

➤ does not have to be the same story as the 
monologue ONLY the same ACTION AS-
IF it was in your life



THE AS-IF EXERCISE WITH A REHEARSAL PARTNER
➤ stand in the center of your rehearsal space 

➤ look at your partner from the point of view of the ACTION. how close are they to giving you what you want. 

➤ now imagine specifically how your partner would like if they were willing to give you what you wanted in the 
ACTION. this is the CAP of the ACTION 

➤ do your COUNTDOWN, when you get to go, look at your partner. take in their attitude and begin speaking in full 
voice as if he is the person in your AS-IF scenario that you want something from. ask for what you want. pause and 
notice the response. are they nearer to giving it to you? 

➤ adjust and try a different tactic based on their reaction. change tactics with each reaction.  

➤ stand in one place at first. then next time, add movement on your impulses 

➤ move boldly without touching your partner 

➤ pursue the ACTION AS-IF you were trying to get something from YOUR person (whoever your partner represents 
in your AS-IF) 

➤ NOW use the COUNTDOWN and start with your AS-IF, but use the lines of your monologue.  

➤ try again, let the lines mean ANYTHING they need to mean in the moment in order to get your ACTION 

➤ you can go back and forth with the lines of your monologue and YOUR AS-IF lines 

➤ gesture freely, move freely, be in the moment of YOUR AS-IF & your monologue moments until you do your 
FINAL moment with a countdown. 

➤ now do your entire monologue with your ACTION completely held throughout, without stopping, and complete it 
by holding that ACTION for a moment or two after your last line, and then do your FINAL COUNTDOWN.



WARM UP
➤ warm up, vocally & physically 

➤ go through the mechanics of 
your staging making sure it is 
completely memorized 

➤ now put staging aside and go 
through your ACTION with 
the AS-IF with your FOCUS 
up, moving freely in the 
rehearsal space 

➤ NOW you are ready to ACT 
YOUR STAGING



ACTING YOUR STAGING
➤ do a COUNTDOWN, on GO, begin your monologue, and use all of your lines and staging to 

pursue your ACTION. continue to the end, NO MATTER WHAT. 

➤ discover and act on the first moment fully. challenge yourself to play the first moment without 
propelling it.  

➤ stay in physically. you should experience yourself as constantly in motion (even when you are 
standing in one place) 

➤ stay consistent with your FOCUS point 

➤ consistently reconnect to the cap of your ACTION 

➤ let everything be in, even awkward moments, rough transitions, make everything that happens a 
part of the story THIS TIME.  

➤ let the story affect you, never forget why you like this story and what it means to you 

➤ let it mean whatever it means this time 

➤ allow NO STOPS and no FLOPS. keep your body engaged and keep your movements flowing (this 
is why your movements must be memorized before you start this process) 

➤ working with the ACTION should smooth out the more mechanical and stagy aspects of the 
movements & gestures. 



ACTING IN THE MOMENT 
➤ you have chosen an ACTION 

➤ you have chosen an AS-IF 

➤ You have practiced the ACTION with your 
partner using your AS-IF 

➤ you have practiced the ACTION with your 
partner, using the lines of your monologue 

➤ you pursue your ACTION freely and 
spontaneously with the lines of your 
monologue as you are able to with the words 
of your AS-IF 

➤ you start from your COUNTDOWN and 
pursue your ACTION all the way through to 
the FINAL moment without stopping. 

➤ do not cheat your audience out of that FINAL 
moment of your ACTION!

YOUR STEP 5 CHECKLIST
ACTING YOUR STAGING 
➤ you are discovering and acting the first 

moment fully after the COUNTDOWN 

➤ you are pursuing your ACTION 

➤ you are using your voice fully 

➤ your staging, especially your SIZES & 
SPEEDS, is intact 

➤ there are no STOPS or FLOPS 

➤ your FOCUS choice is clear and 
consistent 

➤ you are playing the truth of the moment 

➤ you are sustaining your last moment, 
continuing to play your ACTION until 
your final countdown is over.



STEP SIX
positive entrances & exits 

the end of the audition 

ENTRANCES & EXITS

auditioning stage



➤ choose a positive ACTION and AS-IF for your entrance and exit, and 
practice the ACTION with your introduction and thank you 

➤ eye contact during entrance and introduction, FOCUS point during 
monologue, then eye contacts for “scene” and “thank you” before exit 

➤ the SIZE & SPEED for your entrance, intro, & exit is BIG & SLOW 

➤ practice introducing and transitioning between two monologues (if doing 
contrasting) 

➤ note how you might dress appropriately for auditions, neatly & show self 
esteem. neutral if doing contrasting monologues, a subtle suggestion of 
character if doing one monologue for audition 

➤ practice all the details of your exit, playing your positive ACTION 

➤ prepare for questions if you are auditioning, know what you want to say 
about yourself

YOUR STEP 6 CHECKLIST



STEP SEVEN
give yourself feedback 

taking direction 

THE AUDITION

auditioning stage



➤ do a “what worked” reflection 

➤ then ask yourself “why did it work?” 

➤ “what could have worked better?” 

➤ “why could it have worked better?” 

➤ “what am i going to do for the next audition?” 

IF a director asks you to do something different… 
➤ change your SIZE & SPEED (if given a different emotion to play) 

➤ change your AS-IF (if you need higher stakes or need to lighten the tone) 

➤ change the action (to change the overall interpretation)

YOUR STEP 7 CHECKLIST



THE END…
of the slideshow and the beginning of your masterpiece…


